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Dear

What you feed your
little soldiers,
starts with what you
feed your hens.

Supporters
The September sunshine signalling the arrival of autumn is
all the more special when you have five newly adopted waifs
huddling together to soak up the warmth.

We care about the type of ingredients used in our feeds, and we think you should too. Not only do
we use the highest quality ingredients, but we’re also very careful to leave out quite a lot of other
things which don’t meet our high standards.
Which is why our Natural Free Range Layers Pellets and Crumble are now Soya Free.

Natural Free Range Layers Pellets and Crumble
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Supporting British Farmers reducing food miles, wherever possible
3 Nutritionally balanced with added Omega 3
3 Quality Non-GM Ingredients
3 Vegetarian Society Approved
3 Produced in our drug free mill

RS FEED

“Food for thought?”
CALL US TODAY 01362 822 902
www.soya-free.co.uk
Quote Ad Reference “Soya Free Soldiers”

It’s been a huge joy to watch my new family members blossom, and my resident
flock has been surprisingly gracious in sharing their apple orchard and hen house ...
so far anyway!
This edition is packed! We review how Brexit may impact on the eggs we eat and the
hens we love; we’ve got a fabulous interview with Dick and Angel Strawbridge who
manage to find time to keep a few hens whilst they renovate their fairytale French
chateau, and we have a competition with five prizes from Feathers & Beaky.
Following on from recent work we’ve done with DEFRA and cross-government
equivalents, we were delighted to interview the UK’s three Chief Veterinary Officers to
find out what they do to ensure poultry is kept safe in the UK.
And, of course, we have cake! Well we couldn’t let British Hen Welfare Day pass by
without a nod to the fantastic bakes and cakes that were made in celebration and support
of our feathered friends. Well done, and thank you, to everyone who took part.
I hope you enjoy it all, let us know!
Jane Howorth MBE
Founder
Francesca Mapp - Production

Jane Howorth - Editor

The Idea Engine - Publisher
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Eggy

Babies in chicken
outfits?! Yes please!

News
From feathers to plastic
We’ve all seen news reports about the incredibly damaging effects of plastics on our
planet, which is why we were rather pleased to read that chicken feathers are being
used to combat the problem! A Spanish company is looking to make use of the 3.1m
tonne of feathers produced by the European poultry industry every year by turning them
into biodegradable plastics. Feathers currently end up in landfill or as low-grade animal
feed, but, given they are 90% keratin, feathers could produce stronger and tear-resistant
plastics compared to starch or plant proteins. What clever chickens!

Scrambled eggs
in 90 seconds
Iceland have launched a range of ‘ready-made’
free range scrambled eggs for ‘inexperienced’
students. The grab-and-go 250g pouch costs
£1.50 and contains four eggs, a dash of milk
and some seasoning. We’re of the opinion
that fresh-from-the-garden eggs make for
the best scrambled eggs ever, but hey, as
long as they’re free range that’s fine by us!

Freezable eggs
Here’s a fab eggy tip from supporter Rod
Pattinson, who told us: “Too many eggs?
Get out your cup-cake or muffin tray, break
an egg into each compartment and put it in
the freezer. Tomorrow morning knock them
out and store in a freezer bag. Just don’t try
to thaw them out in the microwave when
you need them!”
6
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Archie - Who's Archie?!
This is Dominick Newland whose mum,
Sam, is a volunteer for the BHWT in
Cornwall. We’ve a feeling young
Dominick may be roped into volunteering
when those little legs are long enough...

Did you

know?

Oops, we called little Arthur – Jane's
great nephew – Archie in the last edition
of Chicken & Egg in what can only be
described as a clear-cut case of egg on
our face! We thought we’d post another
picture of Arthur, here with sister Millie,
who both think Great Aunty Jane’s a silly
old goose!

You can use your hens’ egg shells as a calcium
supplement by drying them out, grinding them
into a powder and mixing into chicken feed.

Find the
Golden Egg
The winners of last issue’s Golden Egg competition
each bagged themselves a copy of Isabella Rosellini’s
book, My Chickens and I. This time round we’re offering
out a 20kg bag of The Smallholder Range Layers Pellets
to one lucky winner!
Simply find the Golden Egg among these pages and
email the page number to competitions@bhwt.co.uk
before 30 November.
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Breggsit
– what it means for
the UK egg industry
Brexit – we all know the
literal meaning of the word,
but dig below the surface
and the waters are murky.
As current negotiations
constantly change, what
might Brexit mean for
the egg industry?
Concerns primarily centre around a labour
shortage and food provenance, although
one chick supplier has gone further,
warning that Brexit poses a larger threat
to the UK poultry industry than Avian
Influenza.
Speaking in a Panorama documentary
Patrick Hook, director of P D Hook
Hatcheries, warned that a labour shortage
arising from the UK leaving the European
Union was a real threat to the food and
farming industry. It has been reported
that the effects of Brexit are already being
felt with workers leaving to return home
and businesses being unable to fill job
vacancies.

However, Mr Hook argued that, even with
an increase in wages, his company would
struggle to attract British workers. “We pay
above the national minimum and national
living wage and we still can't get the
people," he said.
"The labour crisis, and not having those
skilled permanent people available to
us from the European Union, is a bigger
threat to us as a business and industry
than Avian Influenza. That is a fact."
Mr Hook stated he had 50 to 60 vacancies
across his business which he could not
fill. P D Hook Hatcheries supplies chicks
to the broiler industry, but concerns have
also been expressed by the egg laying
sector. At the last Egg and Poultry Industry
Conference the NFU’s chief poultry
adviser, Gary Ford, claimed access to
labour was critical to businesses’
survival. He claimed one business he
knew employed 240 staff, 80% of which
were non-UK.

In response MP Jacob Rees-Mogg, a pro
Brexiteer, insisted businesses should turn
to the eight million ‘economically inactive’
people living in Britain, two million of
whom say they wished to be in work.
Jacob Rees-Mogg
8
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Chicken Chat

One of the key objectives of the charity is to educate the public in matters
pertaining to hen welfare and this year we’re pleased to have begun working
collaboratively with Governments in England, Scotland and Wales to help
improve the flow of information to hen keepers across the UK, especially
during periods of heightened disease risk. To that end, we interviewed the
three Chief Veterinary Officers about their priorities when it comes to poultry.

‘Egg imports must meet our own high
standards’
Mark Williams, Chief Executive of the
British Egg Industry Council, has recently
warned that the egg industry needs to
be prepared for a ‘no-deal’ Brexit as it
becomes more likely this may happen.
He has previously outlined the BEIC’s
three Brexit aims as: to have continued
access to migrant labour; to protect the
egg industry from low standard imports;
and to avoid ‘gold-plating’ of legislation.
Gold-plating refers to the UK government
choosing to go above and beyond what
EU law requires in some areas, thereby
giving such laws extra strength.

The report also found that:

A Breggsit storm brewing?
In 2017 the UK produced 10.782 billion
eggs and imported 1.995 billion eggs,
making it 86% self-sufficient. With Brexit
looming ever closer, British Lion Egg
Processors are urging consumers to rely
on British eggs to ensure both food safety
and supply.

Ian Jones, Chairman of British Lion Egg
Processors, said: “There is a ‘Breggsit’
storm brewing. In these uncertain times,
with the potential knock-on effects of
Brexit on the supply of food imports
still not clear, and recurring issues with
the safety of eggs and egg products
produced abroad, food businesses can
put their trust in the Lion to guide them
through safely.”

A study carried out by BLEP showed that
more than two thirds of shoppers are
concerned that the egg in prepared food
products they purchase is produced to
different standards depending on which
country it comes from.

10
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• 57% of shoppers would like to know where
the eggs in prepared food they purchase
come from
• More than half of shoppers were
disappointed to learn that the egg products
in certain prepared foods are not British
• Three quarters of shoppers feel it’s a
supermarket’s responsibility to be
completely transparent about where the
ingredients in their food products come from
• Almost 50% would think less of a
supermarket that sold food products which
contained imported eggs

Sources:
www.bbc.co.uk
www.rspca.org.uk
www.thepoultrysite.com
www.egginfo.co.uk

Christine Middlemiss

Firstly we spoke to England’s CVO,

Christine Middlemiss:

1. Hello Christine, firstly, thanks for
agreeing to an interview with us. We
can imagine it’s been a hectic first few
months in your new role as CVO – tell us
what you’ve been focusing on so far.
Hello to you and your readers!
It has indeed been an incredibly busy first few
months. There is a lot of work going on and I’ve
made a priority of getting out to our laboratories,
and agencies, and meeting stakeholders, building

the networks that are so important in enabling us
to work effectively together. The work has certainly
been varied and not without significant challenge!
Obviously getting up to speed on the intricacies
of EU Exit issues has been a key focus. As CVO
I lead technical advice to Ministers on animal
health and welfare. This covers both strategic
issues but also the day-to-day disease risk so as
always we’re following Avian Influenza closely,
and the more recent Newcastle Disease outbreaks
in Belgium and neighbouring countries. In
addition continuing the great work by my
predecessor Nigel Gibbens on Anti-Microbial
Resistance (AMR).
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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2. What do you see as your priorities
moving forwards, particularly when it
comes to poultry?
One of my main priorities is to work with all
poultry keepers to increase our disease prevention
and ensure we have the best possible capability to
respond to disease outbreaks. This is both for
exotic diseases like Avian Influenza but also
endemic diseases too.
We must continue to invest in our ability to
identify and control animal diseases rapidly
and effectively. So we continue to work on
understanding how viruses move and change, and
how this is influenced by different management
systems. We need to reinforce the important role
all animal keepers play in preventing and limiting
the impacts of disease.
The vigilance of poultry, backyard and pet hen
keepers is needed against diseases such as Avian
Influenza and Newcastle Disease.
3. Communicating with backyard
keepers is an area we know Defra are
keen to improve; what would be your
message to BHWT supporters about the
role Defra plays in keeping domestic
hens safe and healthy?
There is perhaps a perception among backyard
and pet hen keepers that Defra’s role is only to
work with farmers on disease control. This is not
the case. We must control exotic notifiable disease
in any setting. In the outbreaks of Avian Influenza
in 2016/17 nearly half the cases we found were in
small non-commercial flocks.
It is important for Defra to work with all keepers
of poultry, whether commercial, hobby or pet, to
ensure birds are kept healthy and keepers know
how to spot disease, what to do if they do see it,
and how best to prevent it.
The need for good biosecurity is vital. This stops
disease entering your property and birds, and
stops them spreading it to others. We don’t just
need to do it during an outbreak; we need to do it
all the time to reduce the possibility of having an
outbreak in the first place.

12
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It’s really important we get messages out to all
keepers. For this reason, I would encourage all
keepers of backyard and pet poultry, including
BHWT supporters, to register their birds on the
GBPR. To register visit www.gov.uk/guidance/
poultry-registration
We have been working with BHWT and other
stakeholders to make the registration process
easier, and hope this will encourage more keepers
of birds to sign up.
4. You’re now the third female CVO in the
UK, joining Sheila Voas in Scotland and
Christianne Glossop in Wales. Why do
you think there is now more female
involvement in the agricultural industry,
and what challenges do you face?
In my experience women have always been
involved in the agricultural industry just less
overtly perhaps. I am proud to come from a strong
family tradition of women farmers. The first vet in
our family, also called Christine, graduated from
RVC in 1942. I genuinely, in all the different vet
roles I’ve done, haven’t felt a lesser vet for being
female. It’s not about physical strength, it’s about
knowledge, expertise and communication.
5. Now for a bit of fun. Tell us three
things about yourself which not even
your colleagues would know! I.e. a
favourite song or movie, any party
tricks etc.
Three things! I must talk too much. I ran the
London Marathon once, not fast but I got there
in the end; I’ve done 2 bungee jumps – the real
challenge is stepping off a 2nd time; I’ve never
watched ET – too sad for me.
6. Finally, as this magazine is as much
about eggs as it is chickens, what’s your
favourite eggy dish?!
Having recently returned from living and working
in Australia, poached eggs with avocado and
sourdough toast is quite often on my menu.
You can follow Christine, Defra
and Animal & Plant Health Agency on
Twitter for more information on poultry
and lots of other animal health issues.

Christianne Glossop

Christianne Glossop

2. Tell us what an ‘average’ day in your
job looks like – if there is one!

1. You’ve been in your CVO role since
2005, how has the job changed in the
13 years since you started? Is there a
continual shift in priorities?

No average day. Often in Cardiff shuttling
between the Bay and my office in the centre
of the city. But I may well be on a train to
London for meetings with Defra and the other
Administrations, or driving into the depths
of Wales for a farm visit. I live in rural
Monmouthshire so wherever I go involves a
journey – travelling gives me thinking time.

has been Wales’ CVO since 2005:

As the first person appointed to this new role in
Wales, I really did have a “blank page” when I
started out. In the aftermath of Foot and Mouth
Disease in 2001, a key focus was to ensure a state
of preparedness for any other incursion of exotic
disease, and contingency planning was, and still is,
very important. We have dealt with a number of
disease outbreaks since then, including Avian Flu,
improving our approach as lessons are learned.
Horizon scanning for new and re-emerging
diseases globally helps us prepare, and advise
animal and bird keepers accordingly. We have
always taken animal welfare very seriously and
are keen to continue raising standards in an
evidence-based way. The biggest change over the
last few years has been the outcome of the EU
referendum and Brexit now is dominating our
agenda alongside our other priorities.

3. We notice you are very active on
Twitter, does this help you connect with
the public and farmers on a more
personal level?
I required convincing to start Tweeting, and
I’m not sure I’m making the most of it (Tweeting
bilingually is tricky for me as I don’t know enough
Welsh to achieve this without help – and this
removes some of the spontaneity from the
process!). Twitter is a really useful method of
getting messages out there fast though, and helps
connect particularly with younger people.

Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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4. Let’s talk chickens. Domestic hen
keeping has risen to the point there are
now 750,000 hen keepers across the
UK. Could you ever have imagined a
day when people would invite chickens
into their living rooms to watch TV with
them?! (Yes, that really happens!), and
does this present a different set of
priorities for you to address?
It’s true that poultry keepers range from large
commercial flocks with tens of thousands of birds
to an individual with a couple of hens in their
back garden – and everything in between. And
yet all these birds are susceptible to the same
pathogens. It is essential that all keepers of
poultry understand the risks, and accept their
own responsibilities – a disease going unnoticed in
one group of birds can have a serious impact on
the rest of the poultry population. I believe vets
have a key role to play in working with keepers to
maintain high standards of biosecurity, keeping
infection out of flocks and identifying problems
and dealing with them quickly.
5. What’s the favourite part of your role?
It sounds like a cliché but I came to Wales to
make a difference – to work with all interested

parties towards the highest standards of animal
health and welfare. This involves some tough
conversations at times, and yet I do believe there
is a common will to be the best we can be. A
real highlight of the year for me is the Royal
Welsh Show – a shop window of all that’s good in
farming and food, and a gathering of everyone
who cares. From the hymn singing on the Sunday
night to the parade of champions on the Thursday
afternoon, it is a wonderful celebration of Welsh
agriculture. This year we had the added challenge
of increased risk of Newcastle’s Disease with the
developing disease picture in northern Europe. It
was great to be able to work with the Royal Welsh
Show Society to introduce additional measures to
reduce the risk of disease being introduced into
poultry at the Show.
6. Finally, eggs – sweet or savoury?
Favourite dish!
I love eggs in many forms – scrambled with
smoked salmon (Christmas morning treat),
poached on wholegrain toast, pancakes, omelettes,
the list is endless. But I think if forced to choose
just one dish it would have to be raspberry
Pavlova – with the meringue ever so slightly
chewy…

1. Hi Sheila, thanks for talking to us. We
know your job as CVO for Scotland is
primarily concerned with the agricultural
sector. However domestic hen keeping
is on the rise. What are your views on
this growth?
14
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2. Do you feel there is mistrust between
commercial farmers and domestic hen
keepers? For instance during previous AI
outbreaks the focus was on backyard
biosecurity levels – do backyard keepers
have as much responsibility as the
commercial sector?
Looking at previous outbreaks there was almost a
50:50 split between these groups who were directly
affected by avian influenza. Both groups have an
equally important role to play in ensuring they
adopt and maintain high biosecurity standards.
The disease can have a serious impact on animal
health and welfare and trade, and has the
potential to impact on human health so it’s
essential everyone does their bit. If you suspect
your birds may have a notifiable disease in
Scotland contact your local APHA office.
It’s a legal requirement for keepers of 50+ birds
to register on the GB Poultry Register (those with
fewer birds can register voluntarily) and Scottish
Government uses that register to ensure keepers
are aware of any risks. We can also target advice
through APHA’s alert service and anyone can
register to receive these alerts. However, trying to
reach those who keep smaller numbers of birds can
be harder and requires a lot more effort to ensure
they receive important messages and advice – that
may be perceived by some as Government singling
out smallholders.

Sheila Voas

And finally Sheila Voas is Scotland’s
CVO:

I think for many reasons. It allows people to really
connect with where their food is coming from and
eggs are a big factor in that, and of course there’s
also a therapeutic value through companionship –
with so many colourful and interesting breeds.
Of course with any pet comes responsibility, and
that means ensuring you know how to care and
look after your pet.

Well, as head of Scottish Government’s Animal
Health and Welfare Division we are quite heavily
involved in the health and welfare of all animals.
As part of the Implementation of Scottish
Government’s Programme for Government, we
have delivered on a number of commitments
including safeguarding the welfare of farm
(including poultry), domestic and captive animals.
Domestic hen keeping is clearly a big interest –

The work we are doing with industry including
the BHWT will help improve usability of the GB
Poultry Register and enhance Governments’
communication channels with small-scale
producers. And I am excited by the work that
BHWT is doing which will help to ensure that
smaller-scale keepers are up to date.

3. Do your priorities differ in Scotland
compared to England and Wales? Tell
us a bit about what you’re currently
focusing on, particularly when it comes
to poultry.
Yes sometimes they do. We all have improving
animal health and welfare as our priority but
there are differences within that. As far as poultry
is concerned Scotland has several unique factors
which sometimes affect our prioritisation. For
example we have Europe’s largest free range egg
production site based in the Borders; and we also
have a world-renowned breeder of elite broiler
stock which are exported worldwide.
However I assure you we do work very closely
with our colleagues in the other administrations
of England, Wales and Northern Ireland to ensure
our policies are aligned wherever possible – we are
after all one EU Member State.
4. Does welfare legislation differ in
Scotland relating to poultry welfare?
Generally speaking there are very few differences.
All administrations are working to implement and
adhere to strict EU legislation and guidelines on
poultry welfare.
5. If you had your time again, would you
choose a different career path? I.e. if you
could have done any job in the world,
what would it be?
I honestly can’t think of anything I would rather
be doing than being a vet. Throughout my career
I have loved my different roles, in companion
animal, large animal and mixed practice, to
working for the government. They have all been
different and all have had bits I’ve absolutely loved
-and bits that aren’t so much fun. I suspect every
job is like that. But if I had my time again I’m not
sure I would do anything much differently.
6. Finally, what’s your favourite cake?
Cakes feature quite a lot in our office, with people
often bringing them in to share. We even had a
bake off between the teams last year. So I asked
around as I was struggling to come up with a
single answer but I think I’m going to go for either
lemon drizzle or (my Mum’s) Border Tart.
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Do you keep chickens, ducks, geese...?
Help protect your birds from the risk of #birdflu

Did you know?

Cake, cake &
more cake!

This year’s British Hen Welfare Day took place on Friday, 28 September, and
boy was there a lot of cake consumed! We had a record 183 sign-ups which
we’re hoping will have raised a lot of dough for our new welfare centre.

There is a constant risk of bird flu in the UK from
wild birds. As it’s highly contagious take
action to protect your birds from catching it.

Remember.
Any very sick birds, or unexplained deaths, must be
assessed by your vet. By law suspicion of bird flu is
notifiable and can affect poultry movement and trade.

Money is still coming in, but keep an eye on our social media channels where we’ll
announce the final figure shortly. The icing on the cake was when one of our incredibly
generous supporters offered to match fund proceeds raised from BHWD up to a value
of £3,000, meaning whatever we raise will be doubled!

Here are just a few of our favourite images from the day!

Tip 1: Cleaning.
Clean footwear before and after visiting your birds.
Keep areas clean and tidy, and regularly disinfect
hard surfaces. Humanely control rats and mice.

Tip 2: Feeding.

Jo McKeon’s bake sale raised £155.50

Claire Levey sold chocolate eggs, homemade salted caramel
fudge and brownies on BHWD

Jill Lang raised a whopping £650 from her bake sale at work

White chocolate blondies, blueberry crumble cakes
and tiffin were on offer at Jan Dayman’s event

Trudie Garthwaite even got her hens involved on BHWD!

We couldn’t let the day pass by without indulging in a little
(okay, a lot!) of cake here at Hen Central

Place your birds’ food and water in fully
enclosed areas that are protected from wild
birds, and remove any spilled feed regularly.

Tip 3: Fencing.
Keep your birds separate from wildlife
and wild waterfowl by putting suitable
fencing around the outdoor areas they access.

Tip 4: Stay aware.
Sign up for free online to receive
alerts on any outbreaks of bird flu,
and register your birds on GOV.UK.
Supported by:
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Who’s helping who?
Anyone who’s had a down day knows the instant boost which comes from
a fluffy cuddle with a cat or dog. But chickens? Surely they can’t provide
the same therapeutic benefits as more ‘traditional’ pets? Think again.
A recent study showed there are now
750,000 hen keepers across the UK,
compared to just 50,000 a decade ago.
That’s a lot of families enjoying a slice of
the ‘good life’ with all the benefits that
come from hen keeping, including a warm
egg in the nest box on a regular basis.

Liz Glaves

And the perks don’t stop there. We
believe hens can offer much more than
just an eggy breakfast. In addition they are
providing a source of comfort and therapy
to those who keep them.
We re-home over 50,000 hens every
year, thereby saving these little feathery
(though initially sometimes featherless)
bundles from the slaughterhouse where
they were destined to be used in cheap
food products such as pet food.
At just 18 months old the lucky few are
plucked from their cage and plopped into
the back gardens of people from all walks
of life. Any animal lover can re-home
these hens provided they have a bit of
garden space and the time to give them
what they deserve: kindness and care.
With adoption come all the warm and
wonderful feelings of knowing you’ve
saved lives. Re-homers watch their hens go
from oven-ready to fully-feathered within
a matter of weeks. They watch the hens
develop personalities as they sort out their
pecking order. And, surprisingly to some,
they form intense bonds with these hens
who become so reliant on them.
Keyanah Faulkner
18
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Take Liz Glaves who has battled
depression for 20 years. When it hits
badly, the hens step in:
“The hens help, on a very physical level,”
she explained. “Even the noises they
make are very soothing; I find them very
restful."
“I have got a ‘hen bench’ in the garden
so I can just sit and watch them. When I
get back from work, sitting and watching
them has a very calming effect on me.
When my depression is quite bad and
I find social interaction is difficult,
being around the hens is a very
non-threatening form of interaction.”
Research into the therapeutic effect of
animals on people experiencing mental
health issues has so far focused on
formalised contact in close settings,
such as Animal Assisted Therapy which
is used in nursing homes, schools,
hospitals and elsewhere. However little
attention has been given to the potential
benefits that keeping pets could have on
conditions such as depression and anxiety
in a broader context.
A recent review carried out by the
Universities of Liverpool, Manchester
and Southampton has gone some way to
rectifying this. It looked at the effect that
support from a pet can have on those with
mental health conditions and found they
provide benefits through the connection
with their owners as well as emotional
support in times of crises.
This is echoed by Liz's experiences with
her hens: “What I find endearing is they
are so vulnerable. You do get that sense
of connection when depression severs
connections with other people and the
world around you. I don’t know if I would
feel the same if I adopted other hens
[rather than ex-bats] because you get to
watch them growing their feathers back
which is so joyful.
“I work within the mental health sector
for the NHS and I say these hens should
be prescribed."
20
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Indeed the universities' review, led by
Dr Helen Brooks, suggested services and
policy makers should consider its findings
as a point for debate. Meaning they should
seriously consider recommending or even
prescribing pets as a form of treatment for
those with mental health issues.
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And it's not just adults who can benefit
from all the joys of hen keeping. Suzanne
Faulkner's 13-year-old daughter Keyanah,
who has autism and another severe
learning difficulty, has found hen keeping
a hobby she can enjoy and actively take
part in.
Suzanne said: "I found animals altogether
calm her down and she will sit and watch
the chickens, or have them on her knee.
She likes to feed them and clean them
out and collect the eggs. She is autistic
so new things take time for her to get
used to, but with the chickens it came
fairly naturally. They have been brilliant
not just for her but for me too. They
provide an escape. They are my hobby
and it is something we can do together.
She will copy what I do and it is time
we can spend together."
Anyone who has kept hens will know how
deeply relaxing it can be to just sit and
watch them go about their daily business
as they enjoy a dust bath or a sunbathing
session. Even for those without mental
health conditions, these hens have a
positive effect on general wellbeing.
Re-homers have reported spending more
time outdoors in their gardens as they
tend to their hens. Families with children
use their hens as educational tools to
explain where food comes from. And,
most importantly, keepers experience a
sense of reward as they watch their hens
thrive in a free range environment.
Ex-bats are relatively inexpensive to keep
once their initial needs have been catered
for, but give so much back to their owners,
and there are always hens waiting to come
out of their cages to start a new life. Oh, and
they get on wonderfully with cats and dogs
too, so re-homers can experience double
or even triple the joy that pet ownership can
bring.

Competition time 5 chances to win!

Our latest competition gives not one, not two,
but FIVE people the chance to win a bundle of
Feather’s & Beaky goodies for your girls. Each
bundle is worth £56.21 and includes the following
(don’t say we don’t know how to spoil your hens!):

• Layers Pellets 15kg x 1
• Chicken Treat 5kg x 1
• Chicken Grit 5kg x 1
• Chicken Feeder x 1
• Treat Dispenser x 1

To enter, simply fill out the form on the competitions page
of our website at www.bhwt.org.uk before 31 December.
The competition closes on 31.12.2018 and the winner will be chosen at random by the BHWT. The winner will be notified by
email or post. No cash alternative available. By entering the competition you have the legal capacity to do so and agree to
these terms and conditions. The prize is five Feathers & Beaky bundles as listed above. There is no entry fee and no purchase
required. If, due to circumstances beyond their control Feathers & Beaky or BHWT is unable to provide the stated prize,
they reserve the right to award a substitute prize of equal or greater value. The competition is open to UK residents aged
18 or over, except employees of Feathers & Beaky and BHWT and their immediate families, or anyone professionally
associated with this promotion. The prize winner agrees to the use of their name for promotional purposes.

Discover our
fabulous feeders
and accessories
Feathers & Beaky feeders are the perfect way to feed
your feathered friends in style. Designed to put the
fun into functional, our Hanging Vegetable Holder and
Peck-It Treat Dispenser will keep your birds fed and
boredom-free. While our Chicken Feeder and Top-Fill
Drinker make for easy and mess-free feeding.

To buy our feeders online visit
shop.bhwt.org.uk
FeathersandBeaky

New BHWT Ambassador takes on charity’s

Hidden Eggs
Campaign

How long do you spend during your
weekly food shop checking ingredients
lists? If you’ve got an allergy or
intolerance, probably quite a lot, but
for the rest of us it’s usually a case of
chucking it in your trolley without a
second thought.
However, if you’re among the 60% of
people who regularly buy free range whole
eggs you might be keen to know that your
processed foods might not be quite so
welfare-friendly.
Of the 10.782 billion eggs laid in the UK
last year, 55% made it onto supermarket
shelves. That means the other 45%, made

up of free range and caged eggs, were
used in restaurants and put into processed
foods such as the cakes and quiches you
buy on a regular basis.
That’s why we’re calling for change.
We know that some of our much-loved
brands still used caged eggs in their
products, which we think isn’t consistent
with consumer demand for free range
eggs. So, our #hiddeneggs campaign is
calling on McVitie’s and Mr Kipling to make
a commitment to using only free range eggs
in their products, because everyone likes a
Jaffa Cake or Angel Slice made with eggs
laid by free ranging hens.
Helping us in our quest is new BHWT
Ambassador, Lucy Gavaghan, who you
may remember ran a successful petition
calling on Tesco to stop selling caged eggs.
We’re delighted to have Lucy on board
and believe that, together, we can continue
working towards a high welfare free range
future for all laying hens.

spikesworld.co.uk

Your hens will love
our 100% natural feeds.
Find out more at
spikesworld.co.uk
or shop.bhwt.org.uk

Lucy Gavaghan with Jimmy
Doherty and Jamie Oliver

To launch our campaign, the charity
and Lucy have worked together with
BHWT patrons, Jamie Oliver and Jimmy
Doherty to highlight the importance of
#hiddeneggs. You can see it all in an
upcoming episode of Jamie and Jimmy’s
Friday Night Feasts – we’ve no date yet,
but keep a close eye on our social media
channels for more info. To get involved
in the campaign by signing our petitions,
visit www.bhwt.org.uk/hiddeneggs
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Get along to Vetark to find out
about their range of bird health
products!

Critical Care Formula
valuable for nursing
exhausted/rescue
birds

Our supporters do weird and wonderful things to raise
money to help hens – and that’s just why we love ‘em!
Here we celebrate just a handful of our most recent
feathery fundraisers.
Good Eggs – literally!
Tony Meredith has adopted from the
BHWT several times, and recently set up
his own Egg Club to help more hens by
raising funds from egg sales. According
to Tony, family and friends love the bright
orange yolks and fresh, great taste. He
added: “I would recommend being part
of the Egg Club to anyone with rescue
chickens as you know every penny goes to
helping other girls enjoy life.”

Licensed PROVEN
probiotic
AVIPRO AVIAN
Avi-Sol
liquid easy dose
vitamins

CitroSan
to reduce
Trichomonas
transmission

Good Eggs

Cakes galore!
It’s no great secret that we love cake, so
any fundraiser involving any type of cake
gets an immediate thumbs up from us.
Mercy Bowen, 11, Abigail Smith, 10, Cordelia
Bowen, 9 and Lettice Bowen, 13 held a
bake sale in July and raised £207.50 to help
save more hens from slaughter. We hope
they rewarded themselves with some of
their tasty treats.

Zolcal D
liquid calcium and
vitamin D3

For more information about the Vetark range
contact Vetark Professional
+44-(0)1962-844316, or email: info@vetark.co.uk

Visit the website: www.vetark.co.uk

Ultra running
Now we all know health and fitness is
important, but Kate here took that to the
next level with her BHWT fundraiser by
running 50km as part of the Nomad Ultra
run around Derby over the summer. Yep,
during the heatwave and all! Kate decided
to run, after her hen, Pesky McSue, passed
away earlier this year, and she raised more
than £400, all of which will help save the
lives of more hens just like her.

Trade
Enquiries
Welcome

To join our Egg Club, be a runny
egg, or hold your own bake sale visit
www.bhwt.org.uk for more info or
email fundraise@bhwt.co.uk
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Evie's
column

PERFECT FOR
YOUR SANDWICHES

Our youngest Egg Club member Evie Walker has raised thousands of pounds for the
BHWT by selling eggs from her lovely hens and via other unique fundraising projects.
In her latest column she tells us how she and her brother raised even more money to
save lives by holding a veg sale. Go Evie!
“I have sold lots of eggs and raised £50 through the Egg Club but I wanted to raise even
more pennies to help more hens. I asked Gam, my grandad, if we could sell the vegetables
we have been growing together to earn my Brownies Gardening badge and he said yes!
So, me and my little brother James set up a shop in our driveway and we made signs and
thank you receipts for the customers.
“Mummy gave us some jam and flapjacks to sell too and my hens gave me some eggs.
We had lots of customers and even a lady on her horse came to our shop! We gave the
horse a carrot. We were very excited to count the money and raised £29.20!”
If you’ve been inspired to set up your own Egg Club by selling yummy eggs laid by your
hens, simply visit www.bhwt.org.uk to get involved.

WE’RE ON THE SIDE OF FOOD
26
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WE’RE ON THE SIDE OF FOOD

Flying
the British
egg flag

Devon business, Black Dog Free Range Eggs,
is run by a family who have been producing
free range eggs for over 20 years, and set
up the brand in 2013 to deliver eggs direct
from farm to consumer. The farm is RSPCA
accredited and a member of the British Lion
scheme.
Hens at Black Dog are free to enjoy a scratch,
a dust bathe and a natter with their feathered
friends. They’ve got footballs and haynets to
keep them occupied, and that’s before they
venture out to roam around a 70 acre field.
In order to feel safe and confident, hens
need cover overhead, such as trees or shrubs,
before they will venture too far outside the
comfort of their shed. Which is why the
team at Black Dog have erected man-made
shelters and planted trees to give their hens
protection in case a natural predator flies
overhead, meaning they can spend less time
worrying and more time eating bugs, leaves
and seeds. Ideal.
The hens live on feed from a local mill which
uses wheat from nearby farms, including
Black Dog. Feedback is then given to the mill
about the condition of the hens.

Black Dog
28
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Phil puts it best himself when he says:
“Keeping the hens healthy is crucial. We
know that bright-eyed and bushy-tailed
hens lay hearty, healthy eggs.”
If you know of a free range farm doing good
things for hen welfare please let us know by
emailing Francesca.mapp@bhwt.co.uk
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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CELEBRITY sCOOP

CELEBRITY sCOOP

Dick and Angel
Strawbridge
Husband and wife team Dick and Angel Strawbridge turned
their dream into a reality when they move to a fairy tale chateau
in France and began bringing it back to life.
Their efforts have been turned into Escape to the Chateau, a Channel 4
series detailing the highs and lows of transforming a 45-room, five storey
castle into both a home and business. Dick and Angel are passionate
about food and keep their own chickens, whose eggs they use in their
cooking. We caught up with them to find out all about life au chateau:
30
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1. Firstly, we have to start off by saying
we have major chateau envy! However
we know a HUGE amount of work has gone
into it. Was there ever a point where you
thought ‘this is too much’? Did you have
any wobbles or second thoughts?
No, we can honestly say, never. What we
did may not have been sensible to some
people because embarking on a mammoth
renovation project, with two children under
2, was never going to be straightforward.
However, we love our life in France. We
haven’t succumbed to the French pace of
life as we’re busy all the time, renovating
the chateau, hosting guests, filming the TV
series and looking after the children, but
there’s a tranquillity here that we love.
2. Escape to the Chateau has been such
a huge success – what do you think has
drawn the public into your journey?
As a nation, we’re fascinated by history,
property and DIY. With our chateau, we
think the scale of the project has captured
the public’s imagination, and the theme
of 'anything is possible with hard graft'.
Ultimately, it’s a story about a family
working together to create a better life
which is something all families can relate to.

3. Speaking of which, what’s next for you
both?! We imagine the chateau requires
constant maintenance, but do you have
any other plans for it?
We’re busy as always! As well as the
weddings, this year we launched ‘chateau
under the stars’, a unique glamping
experience. Due to demand, we’ve also
opened up the chateau and grounds for
Garden Working Days and special ‘Fun &
Festivities’ with a personal tour by us and
plenty of food and drink.
4. You’ve got your own chickens – tell us a
bit about them!
We have a mixed batched of 12 hens and a
cockerel bought from a French market.
5. We all know chickens can be a messy
bunch – who’s in charge of cleaning the
coop at the chateau?!
We take it in turns! And at the weekends,
our children Arthur and Dorothy love to help
us out. They are very fond of them!

Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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CELEBRITY sCOOP
6. Do you notice a huge difference in
the eggs laid by your own, free ranging
happy chickens compared to supermarket
bought ones?
Yes, definitely – in both size and taste. Plus,
there’s a good feeling when the eggs you’re
eating or cooking with have come from
happy chickens that have the space to roam
free.

Christmas, and now that the sewage no
longer goes into the moat, we have plenty
of carp.
9. What do you think of the work of the
British Hen Welfare Trust?

7. Talking about eggs makes us think
about all the wonderful things you can do
with them. You do all the catering for your
events, including afternoon tea. What’s
your signature cake?

The British Hen Welfare Trust is a fantastic
organisation. It’s so important for animals to
be well treated – this is something we have
instilled in our children. We want Arthur and
Dorothy to respect and appreciate where
their food comes from. The Trust does a
wonderful job of rescuing, re-homing and
spreading awareness of the welfare of
British hens.

Victoria Sponge is a classic and always
popular. We like to bring a touch of
quintessential England to the French
countryside and guests just love it!

10. Finally, because this magazine is as
much about food as anything else, can you
each let us know what your favourite eggy
dish is!

8. We imagine you must be surrounded by
wildlife at the chateau?

Runny boiled eggs and soldiers, thick with
butter, salt and pepper. Every morning. And
crème brulee with the egg whites reserved
for homemade meringues.

We have 3 Pietrain Cross Gilt pigs in the
Walled Garden which will mainly be turned
into charcuterie later in the year. We added
a few turkeys last year to see us through

Escape to the Chateau will return to
Channel 4 in the autumn.
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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MAGAZINE

Juicy Blueberry and
Hazelnut Cobbler
Preparation time: 15 mins
Cooking time: 35 mins to 40 mins
Total time: 45 mins to 55 mins
Serves: 4
Ingredients
400g blueberries, defrosted if frozen
1 tbsp elderflower cordial
100g Waitrose Light Brown Soft Sugar
175g self-raising flour
1 tsp baking powder
50g chilled butter, diced
1 medium essential Waitrose
Free Range Egg
75ml buttermilk
25g hazelnuts, chopped
1 tbsp Waitrose Demerara Sugar

Serve this hearty autumn dish with custard,
cream or ice cream for a delicious pudding all
the family will love.
Method
1. Preheat the oven to 190ºC, gas mark 5.
Place the blueberries in an ovenproof dish
and drizzle over the cordial. Sprinkle over
50g of the light brown sugar.
2. In a large bowl, sift the flour and baking
powder together, then rub in the butter
until it resembles breadcrumbs.
Stir in the remaining light brown sugar.
3. Beat together the egg and buttermilk then
stir into the flour mixture to make a batter.
Drop spoonfuls of the batter on top of the
blueberries then scatter over the chopped
hazelnuts and demerara sugar. Bake for
35–40 minutes until golden brown.
Cook's tip:
There’s a good range of frozen fruit in
store that would be suitable for this recipe,
including essential Waitrose Black Forest
Fruit and essential Waitrose Raspberries.
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INSPIRING AUTUMN RECIPES

Make the best of the seasons produce with our
tested recipes and creative baking ideas
LISTEN TO
OUR PODCAST

For more info and the latest subscription offers visit

deliciousmagazine.co.uk

Fried eggs with feta
and spiced onion jam
Hands-on time: 15 mins
Simmering time: 45 mins
Serves: 2-4
Ingredients
Vegetable oil for frying
4 free range eggs
100g feta, crumbled
2-4 slices good quality sourdough bread
Butter for spreading
1-2 tsp za’atar spice blend (from the
spice section of large supermarkets)
2 spring onions, finely sliced
Chipotle chilli flakes (from large
supermarkets) to sprinkle

For the spiced onion jam:
4 tbsp vegetable oil
2 onions, sliced
2 red onions, sliced
½ tsp caraway seeds
½ tsp cumin seeds
50g soft brown or light brown muscovado sugar
125ml balsamic vinegar

Equipment:
20-23cm ovenproof frying pan

Method
1. For the onion jam, heat the oil in a wide, deep
saucepan, then add the onions and a generous
pinch of salt. Cover with the lid and cook on a
low heat for 10 minutes until softened. Uncover
the pan and turn up the heat to medium, then
cook the onions for 25 minutes, stirring now and
then, until caramelised. Add the spices and a
good grind of black pepper. Stir for a minute,
then stir in the sugar and vinegar and cook for
about 10 minutes until the sugar has melted
and the liquid has reduced and looks syrupy.
2. Heat the oven to 220°C/200°C fan/gas 7.
Heat a glug of oil in the ovenproof frying pan
and crack in the eggs, fry for 1 minute on a high
heat, season with salt and pepper, then spoon
a quarter of the onion jam over the eggs and
sprinkle with the feta. Put the pan in the oven
and bake for 2-3 minutes until the whites have
set and the yolk is cooked to your liking.
3. Meanwhile, toast and butter the sourdough
and serve the eggs in the pan (wrap the hot pan
handle in a clean tea towel), sprinkled with the
za’atar, spring onions and chilli flakes.
PER SERVING (FOR 4)
537kcals, 32g fat (9.9g saturated), 16.6g protein,
44g carbs (25.6g sugars), 1.9g salt, 3.3g fibre

Classic Custard Tart
Ingredients
For the pastry
3 large free range egg yolks,
plus 1 egg white for brushing (see tip)
85g unsalted butter, softened slightly,
cut into chunks
85g caster sugar
Finely grated zest 1 lemon
170g plain flour, plus extra to dust

For the filling
12 large free range egg yolks (see tip)
95g caster sugar
660ml whipping cream
Freshly grated nutmeg
FOOD TEAM’S TIP Lightly beat leftover egg
whites with a pinch of sugar and freeze for up to
3 months in a food bag labelled with the quantity
and date. Defrost and use for meringues.

Method
1. To make the pastry, whizz the 3 egg yolks with
the butter in a food processor (or beat in a bowl
with a wooden spoon) until light and fluffy.
Gradually pulse in the 85g caster sugar, then the
lemon zest. Add the flour with a pinch of salt,
pulsing until the dough just comes together. Turn
the pastry out onto a lightly floured surface and
bring it together gently and quickly with your hands
(it will be soft). Press into a thick disc, wrap in cling
film and chill in the fridge for 1 hour.
2. Roll the chilled pastry out on a lightly floured
surface to the thickness of a £1 coin, then use to
line a 23cm diameter, 5cm deep loose-bottomed
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fluted tart tin, pressing the pastry into the top of
each flute so it’s secure. Roll the rolling pin over
the top of the case to trim away the excess pastry.
Chill again for 30 minutes in the fridge, or in the
freezer for 10 minutes. Heat the oven to 190°C/fan
170°C/gas 5.
3. When the pastry case is firm, line with foil or
baking paper, fill to the brim with baking beans or
rice and blind bake for 20 minutes. Take out of the
oven and remove the beans/ rice and foil/paper.
Turn down the oven to 170°C/fan150°C/gas 31⁄2
and cook for another 5-10 minutes until the case is
golden and crisp at the crust, and the inside has a
sandy texture with no grey patches.
4. Brush the egg white all over the inside of the
pastry case, then return to the oven for 3-4 minutes
until hardened (this provides a barrier between the
pastry and the filling, helping to keep the pastry
crisp). Put the tart tin on a baking sheet and set
aside. Turn the oven down again to 130°C/fan
110°C/gas 1⁄2.
5. To make the filling, mix the 12 egg yolks in a
large bowl with the caster sugar until combined,
then pour in the whipping cream, stirring all the
time. Strain through a fine sieve into a large pan
and heat very gently, stirring often, until just blood
temperature (put your finger in it – it should feel
warm). Strain again into a jug, then pour into the
pastry case, popping as many bubbles that form
on the surface as you can.
6. Pull out the middle oven shelf, then very
carefully lift the baking sheet with the tart on to it.
Cover the tart generously with grated nutmeg, then
slide back the shelf and bake for 40-45 minutes
until the custard is just set with a gentle wobble.
7. Allow to cool completely in the tin, then carefully
transfer to a serving plate. Serve immediately.
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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We’ve been cracking
on with selling only
British free range eggs
since 2002
Double Truffled
Eggs with
Parmesan &
Prosciutto
Soldiers
Serves 4
Ingredients
For the truffled eggs:
Olive oil
8 sage leaves
8 medium free range eggs
1 tbsp truffle oil
40g Parmesan
120ml double cream
15g unsalted butter

For the soldiers:
4 slices Prosciutto
40g Parmesan
2 tsp olive oil
2 thick slices Sourdough bread

Preparation
1. Cut 8 x 1cm soldiers from the Sourdough bread.
2. Finely grate the Parmesan.
3. Slice the Prosciutto in half lengthways.
4. Soften the unsalted butter.
5. Finely grate the Parmesan.
Method
1. Heat the oven to 180°C/160°C fan/gas 4.
2. To make the soldiers, place the bread on
a baking tray.
3. Brush with olive oil, sprinkle over the
Parmesan, and wrap each soldier in a piece
of prosciutto.
4. Bake for 10-12 mins until crispy, turning
halfway through cooking.
5. Meanwhile, lightly grease 4 ramekins with
the softened butter.
6. In a bowl, combine the cream, Parmesan
and truffle oil.
7. Season to taste and divide among the
ramekins.
8. Sit the ramekins on a baking sheet and
gently crack 2 eggs into each one.
9. Bake in the oven for 8-10 mins until the
white is just set and the egg yolks are still runny.
10. While the eggs are baking, brush the sage
with a little olive oil and put on a baking tray.
11. Bake for around 6 mins, until crisp.
12. To serve, crumble the sage over the eggs,
together with a little extra Parmesan if desired,
and accompany with two soldiers per person.
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Apple & Blackberry Pie
SERVES 8
Equipment: 1 x 18–20cm round
ovenproof pie dish; pie funnel (optional)

For the pastry:
250g plain flour, plus a little for dusting
A pinch of salt
½ tsp ground cinnamon
250g butter, chilled and diced
2–3 tbsp ice-cold water
1 medium free range egg, lightly beaten

For the filling:
600g Bramley apples, peeled, cored and
roughly chopped (about 6 medium apples)
1 tbsp lemon juice
40g soft light brown sugar
2 tbsp cornflour
150g fresh blackberries
Recipe courtesy of

✂

For the topping:

As supporters of The British Hen Welfare Trust,
we’d like to give you £1 OFF any Higgidy Pie,
Quiche, Frittata or pack of Sausage Rolls
Terms & Conditions:
This special token can only be used to the value of £1 against any Higgidy
product when purchased at Sainsbury’s, Waitrose, Boots, Budgens, Booths, the
Co-operative Food, ASDA, Tesco or any other participating stockist
& presented with the product at the checkout. Offer subject to availability.
Valid only in the UK. This token has no cash value, no change given. Copied,
damaged or defaced tokens will not be accepted. Valid until 31.03.19.
This token is not for resale or republication.

9 918880 041000

Higgidy, Shoreham-by-Sea, BN43 6PB, 01273 446830.

www.higgidy.co.uk

£1

¼ tsp ground cinnamon
1 tbsp golden caster sugar

Method
1 Sift the flour, salt and cinnamon into a large
bowl and stir. Add the butter and mix with a
round-bladed knife until the mixture resembles
small breadcrumbs (or pulse in a food processor).
Add the water and quickly mix in, using the knife
rather than your hands, until it starts to form large
clump (add a little more water if needed). Now
use your hands to bring the dough together, then
knead briefly and form into a disc. Wrap in clingfilm
and chill for 30 minutes.

2 On a lightly floured work surface, roll out the
pastry to a large rectangle (approx. 40cm x 25cm).
With the shorter side towards you, fold the top
third down to the centre and the bottom third up.
Then fold in half to create a neat, square parcel.
Give the pastry a quarter turn. Roll out once again
to a large rectangle and repeat the folding. Wrap
in clingfilm and chill again for at least 30 minutes.
Overnight is best.
3 Preheat the oven to 200°C/fan 180°C/gas mark
6. On a lightly floured work surface, roll out the
pastry to about 3mm thick. Use just more than half
of it to line your pie dish, and brush with beaten
egg. Use the remaining pastry to create a lid: roll a
circle about 5cm wider than the diameter of your
pie dish and set aside.
4 In a large bowl, gently toss the apple chunks
with the lemon juice, brown sugar, cornflour and
blackberries. Pile the fruit into your pastry-lined pie
dish, heaping it up in the middle. Add a pie funnel,
if using. Gently cover with the prepared pastry
lid, cutting a funnel hole if needed. Press (don’t
stretch) the pastry against the fruit and the bottom
crust. With a sharp knife, trim the dough flush to
the dish and crimp the edges.
5 Unless you’ve added a pie funnel, cut three or
four vents in the lid to let steam escape, and
decorate with shapes cut from leftover pastry,
rolled to about 2mm thick. Brush with beaten egg
and sprinkle on the cinnamon and sugar for the
topping.
6 Bake on the centre shelf of the oven for 30
minutes, then reduce the oven to 160°C/fan 140°C/
gas mark 3 and cook for a further 15 minutes or
until you can see juices bubbling through the
steam vents or inside the funnel. Allow to cool
before serving.
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Gallery

“Stay still Bertha! I think
he’s still painting…”
“This is pretty and all, but it’d
better not ruffle my feathers.

“These leaves really
complement my feathers.”

“I’m told orange is my colour,
but is this too much?”
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“Strange lookin’ fruit,
but if it tastes good
I’m not complaining!”

“I KNEW we should
have worn warmer
knickers girls.”

Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Festive

stocking fillers

With Christmas comes the anticipation of giving and receiving
gifts, as well as spending time with family and friends.
And we think our feathered family members should be fully
included in this most wonderful time of the year...
2019 Calendar
Our 2019 calendar features an utterly
gorgeous selection of our girls doing
what they do best – being free and
happy. Hang it on your wall with pride.

How fab is this funky chicken
coin purse?! You’ll be the envy
of all your friends when you get
your pennies out to pay for a
mulled wine.

£9.99

BHWT Christmas Cards
This year’s Christmas card has
been designed by popular animal
cartoonist Alison Lingley, creator
of Alison’s Animals. Each
pack contains 10 cards
and envelope and
the message
£5.99
inside reads
Merry Christmas.

Hen House
Wrapping Paper
If there’s a chicken lover
in your life they won’t
even care what their
present is when
£2 per
they see this
sheet
hencredible hen
house wrapping paper.
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Pom Pom Coin Purse

£8

Sponsor a Hen
Fancy giving a gift with a
difference this Christmas?
Sponsor one of our hens
for £4 a month (or £48 a
year) and your recipient
will get a sponsorship
pack all about their
chosen hen plus a
six month update.
Best of all, the
proceeds help
save more
£4 per
hens from
month
slaughter.

Pom Pom Pencil Case
Go matchy matchy and pick up
this pencil case to stash in your
bag alongside your flashy new
coin purse!

£16

Holly House Pencil Pot
These pencil pots would make a
perfect stocking filler for any friend
or family member, whether they
love chickens or not!

£3.95

Holly House Dot Notebook
(pack of two designs)

£4.95

We all need a notebook handy
and you’ll be finding excuses to
make yet another shopping list
when you get your hands on these
gorgeous chicken print numbers.
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Stars

of the month
Every day you send us such lovely, endearing photos of your hens,
and here are just a few which caught our eye.

STAR OF
THE MONTH

Little Ninja here was almost
completely naked with barely a
feather to cover her modesty when
she came out of her cage. It took her
a month to properly emerge from
her hen house, but her confidence is
growing and her new favourite thing
is perching on shoulders!

STAR OF
THE MONTH

Here is Miss Babs breaking out into
a little trot to see what vegetables
are being collected. We’re told she’s
a very friendly hen and loved this
year’s hot summer – it makes dust
bathing so much easier!

Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Hairworm (Capillaria)

Gaynor’s Tips
Those pesky worms
All animals can (and do) pick up worms – hens are no different.
Remember, just because you haven’t
seen any in their droppings doesn’t
mean they aren’t there; if you are
actually seeing worms in the
droppings your hen has a heavy
worm burden. Worms lay thousands
of eggs every day which are not
always visible in droppings, and
they can be picked up by other hens
scratching around the garden.
Worms can impact on your hen’s
immune system, damage the lining
of the gut, and affect the ability your
hen has to absorb nutrients. Egg yield
will drop and hens will lose weight
and condition. Often greenish
droppings are seen.

Roundworm
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The most common worm which
affects hens is the roundworm
(Ascarid). Normally between 5cm and
7cm in length they look rather like a
skinny garden earth worm. Ascarids
cause loss of condition, a drop in egg
production and can cause a blockage
in the intestine in severe cases.
Other less common worms include
hairworms (Capillaria) which is the
smallest worm (about 1.5mm) and
can cause a lot of damage to the
digestive tract even in mild cases
and can colonise the crop. These
worms use earth worms as part
of their life cycle and can cause
anaemia and weight loss. Gapeworm

(Syngamus Trachea) lives in the
trachea or windpipe and can cause
irritation to the lining, respiratory
disease and in extreme cases they
can cause a blockage. Hens will
breathe with open gaping mouths
and may become distressed.
Finally tapeworm. This is less
common. The tapeworm requires
an intermediate host to complete
its life cycle. Usually this is a slug
or snail, earth worm or even a small
rodent. The hen eats this carrier
host and becomes infected. Once
established in the gut, the adult
tapeworm breaks off into small
segments that are easily seen on
the outside of the droppings. It is
easy to mistake them for maggots.
A common question we are asked at
Hen Central is “Will I need to worm
my hens when I bring them home on
collection day?” If you are adopting
ex-commercial caged hens there is
no need to worm immediately.
Hens that have been caged and
not in contact with the ground are
unlikely to have worms. Barn or free
range hens are in contact with the
ground and therefore may have the
opportunity to pick up worms – we do
recommend worming these hens.

How can you ensure your
hens are worm free?
Our vet recommends worming with
a licensed product three to four times
a year. There is only one licensed
product for non-commercial hens
(Flubenvet 1%) and this can be
obtained via your vet or a “suitably
qualified person (SQP)” like myself.
Purchasing wormer online requires
you to complete a declaration which
is then assessed by the vet or SQP
before completing the purchase.
Wormer can be added to your
hen’s feed or you can buy medicated
feed which has the wormer already
incorporated. You do not need to
stop eating the eggs.

Tapeworm

It is important to establish a routine
and practise good husbandry in your
coop and run. Keep grass short, pick
up droppings if possible and disinfect
your coop and feeding areas on a
regular basis. Apple cider vinegar
in the drinking water and garlic
supplements may also help with
good gut health but should never
replace a specific licensed wormer.
If you worry about giving your hens
medicine when they may not have
worms, purchase a worm testing kit.
A sample of droppings can be
analysed by Chicken Vet and a
report will be issued to tell you if
your hens are worm free.
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Positive Publicity
Spreading the word about our lifesaving work in the regional
and national press is vital for raising awareness of hen welfare
and, most importantly, re-homing more hens. Here are some
snippets of the positive PR we’ve had since our last issue.

The Metro - Volunteer Week
In July our wonderful volunteers,
David and Sarah Marek, were
featured in a Metro article during
Volunteer Week, to celebrate people
who do vital work for charities in their
spare time. David & Sarah joined the
BHWT in 2015 after adopting their
own hens and they now hold their
own re-homing events, give talks in
schools and keep two of the charity’s
sponsor hens. Just fab!

Chicken Chat
Your Letters

This stunning photo was sent in by
Hannah Griffiths who told us: “This is
Bluebell exploring her meadow. The
scruffiest and least feathered hen of
our flock we rescued in February and
is now the most beautiful and spoilt
of them all.”

Hens capturing hearts in Brazil
Yep, you read that right! In August we were contacted by a Brazilian journalist
wanting to run a story about the charity in his newspaper. After carrying out
an interview the piece ran on the Gazete Do Povo website detailing how the
charity operates and why. No two days are ever the same at Hen Central!

Best Magazine our Adele
Our Head of Corporate
Services, Adele Hall,
featured in Best magazine
in June, telling the story of
how she came to be our
Lancashire Co-ordinator
before going on to help set
up our online re-homing
database to then heading
up our Corporate Services
function!
If you’ve got an idea for some cracking PR please get in touch by emailing Francesca.mapp@bhwt.co.uk
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Joanne Evans submitted this photo
of Coco via our website, along with
this message: “Coco posing for the
camera. She is two years free, collected
at a BHWT Swansea re-homing. She was
completely bald and downtrodden; she
had almost given up. Now she is top hen
and looks after my other ex-bats. I have
mental health issues and this little lady
has been my saviour on many an
occasion. I know when I feel down I can
go outside and she will jump into my
arms just for a cuddle; she falls asleep
and snores. Chickens rule the roost here
and I wouldn’t have it any other way.”
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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Social Scraps

Facebook – Our caption competition
really captures people’s imaginations
– we’ve had some truly inspirational
suggestions! This photo, posted in
July at the height of the heatwave,
prompted 97 great entries, but the
winner was Serena Paramor with
‘Hubble bubble, toil and trouble!
We’re the witches of Eastchick!’

Instagram – This fab photo of Khloe
bagging her place ahead of the World
Cup on 11 July was liked by 260 of you!
We’re not surprised – look at that face.

Twitter – We had a near record breaker
when we re-homed 5,800 hens in a
single weekend in June. We announced
it along with this photo of gorgeous
Nellie enjoying a sunbathe which
gained 6,749 engagements including
likes and re-tweets!
Chicken & Egg. Welfare and Food Together.
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And Finally...

Beautiful Rose here was adopted in May 2017 and went from strength
to strength in her new free range environment. However after falling ill,
becoming lethargic and isolated, Rose was diagnosed with egg peritonitis
so underwent an operation to ‘fix’ her. It was touch and go, but little Rose
was a true fighter and, with some TLC and antibiotics, was soon back
in her flock living life to the full. We love a happy ending.
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Do you want to re-home some hens?
Call 01884 860084 or visit www.bhwt.org.uk

Aberdeen

Berkshire - Crowthorne
Cambridgeshire - Godmanchester
Cheshire - Nantwich
Perth
Cornwall - Liskeard & Redruth
Cumbria - Carlisle
Stirling
Derbyshire - Ashbourne
Devon - South Molton &South Zeal
Dorset - Blandford Forum & Bourton
Essex - Great Totham
Hampshire - Rowland's Castle
Hertfordshire - Bishops Stortford
Carlisle
Isle of Wight - Newport
Northumberland
Kent - Biggin Hill
Lancashire - Higham & St Helens
Lincolnshire South - Stamford
Milton Keynes - North Crawley
Yorkshire North
Monmouthshire - Lydart
Norfolk - King Lynn
Yorkshire South
Northumberland - Gateshead
Lancashire
Nottinghamshire - Newark
Nottinghamshire
Oxfordshire - Didcot
Derbyshire
Lincolnshire
Scotland - Denny
Norfolk
Scotland - Perth
Shropshire
Cheshire
Scotland - Stonehaven
Cambridgeshire
Shropshire - Overton
West Mids
Somerset - Farrington Gurney
Hertfordshire
Boncath
Suffolk - Baylham & Eye
Suffolk
Milton Keynes
Surrey - Cranleigh
Monmouth
Essex
Sussex - Chichester
Swansea
Oxfordshire
Wiltshire
Wales - Boncath & Swansea
West Midlands - Allesley nr Coventry
Berkshire
Bristol
Kent
Wiltshire - Hinton Parva nr Swindon
Hampshire
Yorkshire North - Sand Hutton nr York
Somerset
Sussex
Yorkshire South - Rotherham
Devon
Surrey
Dorset
Cornwall

